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A GUIDE TO SAFE PARKING



SA ARR 210(1) Failing to park in accordance with rule – angle parking. eg Reverse Parking 
(expiation $72.00)

There is a two–minute Passenger Loading Limit in a No Parking Zone, which means 
you may stop to immediately pick up or drop off children.
Please drive off as soon as possible, as this really helps with the quick and safe turnover 
of vehicles.
You must not leave your vehicle parked or unattended in a no parking zone.
Unattended vehicles will be fined so if you need to stop your vehicle for more than two 
minutes or leave your vehicle please park legally elsewhere. (expiation $89.00)

SA ARR 168(1)

Local 
Government Act 
Sections 236(1) 
and 237

S237 Removal of a Vehicle - If a vehicle has been left on a public road or
place, or on Local Government land for at least 24 hours, an authorised
person may place a prescribed warning notice on the vehicle.
After 24 hours has expired since the placement of a prescribed
warning notice, an authorised person may have the vehicle removed to
an appropriate place.
All associated costs for the return of the vehicle is the owner’s
responsibility. Fees include but are not limited to: expiation fees,
towing and storage fees (expiation $315.00)

SA ARR 203(1) Stopping in Parking Area for People with Disabilities (expiation $413.00)

SA ARR 197(1) Parking on the Council Verge  (Nature Strip)
For the safety of, and as a courtesy to, pedestrians, and for the better
maintenance of your environment, you must not park (even partially) on
footpaths or the nature strip. Expiation notices will be given to vehicles
that park on the Council Verge. (expiation $108.00) 

SA ARR 179(1) Stopping in a “Loading Zone” (expiation $75.00).

SA ARR 170(3) Stopping in or near an intersection. You must not stop within 10 metres
from the nearest point of an intersecting road or at an intersection
without traffic lights, unless parking is permitted by a traffic control sign.
This also includes laneways which are classed as a road for Australian
Road Rule purposes. Expiation notices will be given to vehicles that park
too close to  an intersection (expiation $108.00).

A GUIDE TO SAFE PARKING

SA ARR 208(1) Fail to park facing in the direction of travel of vehicles in the marked 
lane or line of traffic (expiation $75.00).

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/sa/consol_act/lga1999182/s4.html#authorised_person
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/sa/consol_act/lga1999182/s4.html#vehicle

